Kill Threats,
Not Business Performance
X by Invincea | Endpoint Protection

Better protect your enterprise without sacrificing business performance
Every day, organizations are forced to make a choice between security and workforce
performance, but business demands that you do both effectively. The endpoint security
industry has failed to provide a solution for this impossible choice. Until now.
X by Invincea sets a new standard for performance and protection. We pay as much attention
to the impact on your workforce and your endpoints as we do to stopping threats. Unlike other
products, you will prevent and detect threats while enabling your workforce to conduct
business — in the office or on the road.

“It’s my #1 product. I would give this product up last.”
- Paul Calatayud, CISO, Surescripts

PRODUCT OVERVIEW
X protects endpoints by detecting and blocking
known and unknown malware — without signatures
— automatically and in real-time. X prevents malware
from executing no matter where the malware
originates, including weaponized Office documents,
or spear phishing email links and attachments. X also
provides visibility to your security teams without
overwhelming them with data or requiring additional
resources.

"Invincea had one of the best
performance scores we have
ever seen in our tests"
- Maik Morgenstern, CTO

WHY INVINCEA?
Only X by Invincea comes with
Performance Built-in.TM
Your workforce won't know
it's there... but you will.
Prevent threats that get past
others
One lightweight agent that
doesn’t slow down your
workforce
Doesn’t disrupt apps or
conflict with other agents
Provides visibility without
overwhelming security teams
Proven in organizations of all
sizes and industries
Outperforms the competition
in 3rd party testing

PREVENT MALWARE
X combines deep learning, which is an advanced form of machine
learning, and behavioral monitoring in one lightweight agent. These
technologies work together to provide better threat prevention
without any negative impact on your workforce. Our technology is
built based on years of co-development with DARPA — the nation’s
research center for breakthrough technologies in national security.
Using this technology, X can determine if a file is malicious, even if
that file has never been seen before, and block it before it executes.

PROVIDE VISIBILITY
Most security teams either struggle to get the endpoint visibility they
need, or are completely engulfed in sea of data to analyze. X provides
needed visibility to your security teams without overwhelming them
with information and alerts, or forcing them to add additional
resources. Invincea captures detailed forensic info that can be
analyzed in the product or integrated with other tools in your
security stack, including your SIEM.

“We estimate Invincea has saved us more than a
million dollars for just one attack alone.”
- Christopher Walsh, FVP Information Security Officer, Bank Leumi

BENEFITS
• Reduce security and compliance risk
- Prevent threats that get past others
- Provide evidence of endpoint security controls for
FFIEC, PCI, FISMA, others
- Patch on your schedule, not the vendors
• Keep your workforce productive
- Invisible to your employees
- One lightweight agent for all capabilities
• Reduce costs and overhead
- Replace or supplement other endpoint tools, including
antivirus
- Deploy quickly and easily
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